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The following modules and handbooks will be re-
issued and come into force on 04 December 2021:
Handbook 1 General duties and track safety for track workers

Handbook 6 General duties of an individual working alone (IWA)

Handbook 7 General duties of a controller of site safety (COSS)

Handbook 8 IWA, COSS or PC blocking a line

Handbook 11 Duties of the person in charge of the possession (PICOP)

Handbook 20 General duties of a safe work leader (SWL) working outside a
possession

Handbook 21 Safe work leader (SWL) blocking a line

Module G1 General safety responsibilities and personal track safety for non-track
workers

Module P1 Single line working

Module P2 Working single and bi-directional lines by pilotman

Module S5 Passing a signal at danger or an end of authority (EoA) without a
movement authority (MA)

Module S7 Observing and obeying signalling indications. Train warning systems.
Reporting signalling failures and irregularities.

Module SP Speeds

Module SS1 Station duties and train dispatch

Module T3 Possession of a running line for engineering work

Module T10 Duties of a designated person (DP) and people working on rail
vehicles

Module TS1 General signalling regulations

Module TS3 Absolute block regulations

Module TW1 Preparation and movement of trains
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Handbook 1 General duties and track safety for
track workers

KEY CHANGES

An additional method of equipment warning has now been approved for use,
known as a semi-automatic track warning system (SATWS). For completeness,
this is now referred to in the 'Definitions' in this handbook.

The definition of ' lineside' has been simplified by removing the condition of being
visible to the driver. This gives a simpler instruction and does not make any
difference to the requirements to be carried out by a person on the lineside.

A new series of definitions of 'positions on or near the line' have been included to
explain the meaning of the terms illustrated in diagram HB1.1. The term 'cess' has
been added and this is shown on the diagram.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of Handbook 1.

1 Definitions
A new definition has been included for semi-automatic track warning system
(SATWS).

The definition of 'lineside' has been simplified, but there is no change to any
requirements associated with this term.

A new series of definitions of 'positions on or near the line' has been added, and
diagram HB1.1 now shows 'cess' as an additional term.

5 Going on or near the line with others

5.6 Using ATWS, TOWS or LOWS
This section has been renamed, as it now includes a reference to a
semi-automatic track warning system (SATWS).
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Handbook 6 General duties of an individual
working alone (IWA)

KEY CHANGE

An additional method of equipment warning has now been approved for use,
known as a semi-automatic track warning system (SATWS). For completeness,
this is now referred to in this handbook.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of Handbook 6.

2 Work that you can do without the line being
blocked

2.4 Using ATWS, TOWS or LOWS
This section has been renamed, and now includes a reference to a semi-automatic
track warning system (SATWS).

Handbook 7 General duties of a controller of site
safety (COSS)

KEY CHANGE

An additional method of equipment warning has now been approved for use,
known as a semi-automatic track warning system (SATWS). For completeness,
this is now referred to in this handbook.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of Handbook 7.

4 Working with a group

4.7 Using ATWS, TOWS or LOWS
This section has been renamed, and now includes a reference to a semi-automatic
track warning system (SATWS).
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Handbook 8 IWA, COSS or PC blocking a line

KEY CHANGES

Although lockout devices are allowed to be used as a means of additional
protection for a line blockage, they are not referred to in this handbook. A new
section 2.4 has been introduced for completeness, and subsequent sections
renumbered.

Remotely-activated track circuit operating devices (T-CODs) are now allowed to be
used as a method of additional protection. For completeness, a new section 2.6
has been introduced, with subsequent sections renumbered, and section 5.1 has
been amended. These sections contain the relevant instructions on using these
devices.

The need to remove a T-COD before giving up or suspending a line blockage is
not referred to in this handbook and this has been included.

This handbook does not describe what is required to be provided as detonator
protection for a line blockage, as module T3 does for a possession. There is
evidence that the requirements for a line blockage are not understood and are
being inconsistently and incorrectly applied. A full description has been included in
the interests of clarity and completeness.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 7 of Handbook 8.

2 Blocking the line

2.2 Additional protection
This section has been amended because of the changes to subsequent sections.

2.4 Using a track circuit operating device
A new section 2.4 has been introduced (Operating a lock-out device), and this
section has been renumbered 2.5.

2.5 A single line staff or token
Because of the introduction of new sections 2.4 and 2.6, this section has been
renumbered 2.7.

2.6 Detonator protection
A new section 2.6 (Remotely-activated track circuit operating device (T-COD)) has
been introduced, and this section has been renumbered 2.8.
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A full description of what is meant by detonator protection for a line blockage has
been included.

2.7 Engineering possession reminder (EPR)
Because of the introduction of new sections 2.4 and 2.6 this section has been
renumbered 2.9.

5 Giving up or suspending the line blockage

5.1 When the line blockage is to be given up or suspended
This section has been amended to make it clear that a T-COD must be removed
before a line blockage is given up, and to refer to the use of remotely-activated
T-CODs.

Handbook 11 Duties of the person in charge of the
possession (PICOP)

KEY CHANGE

New instructions have been included to facilitate 'back-to-back' possessions where
the detonator protection is placed in relation to signals. A new section 4.3 has
been introduced, and subsequent sections renumbered. There is also a new
diagram to illustrate this section.

Section 8.12 requires the signaller's permission before a movement is made
towards the detonator protection if this is at a 'sub-standard' distance. For this type
of possession, there is no 'open' portion of line beyond the detonator protection
and the signaller's permission must be sought whatever the position of the
detonator protection. Before giving permission, the signaller must confirm with the
Person in Charge of Possession (PICOP) of the adjacent possession that any
movement previously authorised has passed clear again or come to a stand.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 8 of Handbook 11.

4 Taking the possession

4.3 Arranging the possession protection
A new section 4.3, 'Back-to-back' possessions, has been introduced to describe
these, with a new diagram. Section 4.3 has been renumbered 4.4.

4.4 Arranging detonator protection at the standard distance
As a result of the introduction of new section 4.3, this section has been
renumbered 4.5.
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4.5 If the standard distance is not possible
As a result of the introduction of new section 4.3, this section has been
renumbered 4.6.

4.6 When all detonator protection has been placed
As a result of the introduction of new section 4.3, this section has been
renumbered 4.7.

4.7 Using the token as protection
As a result of the introduction of new section 4.3, this section has been
renumbered 4.8.

8 Blocking the line

8.12 Movements towards the detonator protection - standard
distance is not possible

This section has been amended to explain that these arrangements always apply
in the case of 'back-to-back' possessions.

Handbook 20 General duties of a safe work leader
(SWL) working outside a possession

KEY CHANGE

An additional method of equipment warning has now been approved for use,
known as a semi-automatic track warning system (SATWS). For completeness,
this is now referred to in this handbook.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 3 of Handbook 20.

4 Working with a group

4.7 Safe system of work using ATWS, TOWS or LOWS (equipment
warning)

This section has been renamed, and now includes a reference to a semi-automatic
track warning system (SATWS).
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Handbook 21 Safe work leader (SWL) blocking a
line

KEY CHANGES

Although lockout devices are allowed to be used as a means of additional
protection for a line blockage, they are not referred to in this handbook. A new
section 2.4 has been introduced for completeness, and subsequent sections
renumbered.

Remotely-activated track circuit operating devices (T-COD) are now allowed to be
used as a method of additional protection. For completeness, a new section 2.6
has been introduced, with subsequent sections renumbered, and section 5.1 has
been amended. These sections contain the relevant instructions on using these
devices.

The need to remove a T-COD before giving up or suspending a line blockage is
not referred to in this handbook and this has been included.

This handbook does not describe what is required to be provided as detonator
protection for a line blockage, as module T3 does for a possession. There is
evidence that the requirements for a line blockage are not understood and are
being inconsistently and incorrectly applied. A full description has been included in
the interests of clarity and completeness.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 4 of Handbook 21.

2 Blocking the line

2.2 Additional protection
This section has been amended because of the changes to subsequent sections.

2.4 Using a track circuit operating device
A new section 2.4 has been introduced (Operating a lock-out device), and this
section has been renumbered 2.5.

2.5 A single line staff or token
Because of the introduction of new sections 2.4 and 2.6, this section has been
renumbered 2.7.

2.6 Detonator protection
A new section 2.6 (Remotely-activated track circuit operating device (T-COD)) has
been introduced, and this section has been renumbered 2.8.
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A full description of what is meant by detonator protection for a line blockage has
been included.

2.7 Engineering possession reminder (EPR)
Because of the introduction of new sections 2.4 and 2.6 this section has been
renumbered 2.9.

5 Giving up or suspending the line blockage

5.1 When the line blockage is to be given up or suspended
This section has been amended to make it clear that a T-COD must be removed
before a line blockage is given up, and to refer to the use of remotely-activated
T-CODs.

Module G1 General safety responsibilities and
personal track safety for non-track workers

KEY CHANGES

The definition of ' lineside' has been simplified by removing the condition of being
visible to the driver. This gives a simpler instruction and does not make any
difference to the requirements to be carried out by a person on the lineside.

A new series of definitions of 'positions on or near the line' have been included to
explain the meaning of the terms illustrated in diagram G1.1. The term 'cess' has
been added and this is shown on the diagram.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 8 of module G1.

6 Trackside definitions
The definition of 'lineside' has been simplified, but there is no change to any
requirements associated with this term.

A new series of definitions of 'positions on or near the line' has been added, and
diagram G1.1 now shows 'cess' as an additional term.
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Module P1 Single line working
KEY CHANGE

In module P2, section 4, 'Working by pilotman to and from the point of obstruction',
the pilotman is not required to issue the driver with a driver's ticket. However, in
module P1, during single line working to and from the point of obstruction, the
pilotman does issue a ticket. Issuing a driver's ticket when working by pilotman
was in force was intended to serve the same purpose as during single line
working, namely that it would guard against a driver overlooking the pilotman's
instructions. However, it was agreed when the issue of a driver's ticket was
introduced during working by pilotman that the same hazard did not apply during
working to or from a point of obstruction because the pilotman would accompany
every train. Module P1 has now been brought into line with module P2 in this
respect. The wording of modules P1 and P2 has been made more consistent on
this topic, and balancing instructions for the driver have been introduced.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of module P1.

6 Pilotman instructing drivers

6.3 Driver's single line working ticket
This has been changed by including working to or from the point of obstruction as
another situation in which the pilotman does not have to issue a driver's single line
working ticket.

9 Driver's duties during single line working

9.1 Before entering the single line
This has been changed by including working to or from the point of obstruction as
another situation in which the driver does not have to receive a driver's single line
working ticket.

10 Working of trains to and from the point of
obstruction

10.3 Travelling with the driver
This has been changed to state that in this situation the pilotman does not have to
issue a driver's single line working ticket.
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Module P2 Working single and bi-directional lines
by pilotman

KEY CHANGES

In the latest amendment to this module, the wording 'ERTMS' was added to the
titles of the sub-clauses in section 1.2.2. but a similar addition was omitted from
section 1.1. The term 'non-ERTMS' signalling equipment has been changed to
'other' signalling equipment in both sections as this explains the intended meaning
in a more easily understandable way.

Instructions to the driver concerning non-issue of a driver's ticket when entering a
one-train working line or working to and from the point of obstruction has also been
included for completeness in section 3.3.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 5 of module P2.

1 When working by pilotman must be introduced

1.1 Circumstances
This has been changed by referring to ERTMS signalling equipment in the first
bullet point, which was previously omitted, and to other signalling equipment in a
clearly understandable way.

1.2 Exceptions
This has been changed by referring to other signalling equipment in a more clearly
understandable way.

3 During working by pilotman

3.3 Entering the single-line section
The driver's instructions now include the two other situations in which a driver is
not issued with a driver's ticket.

4 Working by pilotman to and from the point of
obstruction

This has been changed to state that in this situation the pilotman does not have to
issue a driver's ticket.
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Module S5 Passing a signal at danger or an end of
authority (EoA) without a movement authority
(MA)

KEY CHANGES

The recent removal from this module of a driver's ability to pass an intermediate
block home (IBH) signal at danger without the signaller's authority has raised some
questions as to whether this prevents passing an IBH controlled from a signal box
that has been confirmed to be closed. To clarify the position, section 8 has been
changed to state that the reference to all signals controlled from that signal box
includes any IBH.

This module does not at present make any reference to completion of form
NR3189 Signal Passed at Danger (SPAD) or Train Trip or Unauthorised
Movement. To clarify the intentions, the wording of section 9.3 has been changed
to state that the information necessary for reporting to Operations Control is
obtained by completing this form.

The module was not updated when the terminology concerning railhead conditions
was updated. To overcome this omission, the word 'exceptional' has been
replaced by 'reportable'.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 9 of module S5.

8 Passing a signal at danger controlled from a
signal box that is closed

8.4 At the next stop signal
This has been changed to explain that the other stop signals controlled from the
same signal box includes an intermediate block home signal.

9 Driver passing a signal at danger or an EoA
without authority

9.3 Signaller's actions
This section has been changed to explain that that the information necessary for
reporting to Operations Control is obtained by completing form NR3189.

In relation to railhead conditions, the word 'exceptional' has been replaced by
'reportable' for consistency with a change that was made to module TW1.
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Module S7 Observing and obeying signalling
indications. Train warning systems. Reporting
signalling failures and irregularities.

KEY CHANGES

Section 3.1. allows a passenger train to proceed on the authority of a position-light
or semaphore subsidiary signal if entering a permissive platform line. It does not
make clear that it is describing an associated position light or subsidiary signal
rather than a ground signal and this has been specified to clarify the meaning.

Section 7.2 'Boards and indicators' required the signaller to be told at the first
opportunity if any of the listed equipment is missing, difficult to see or unlit when it
should be lit. A more suitable instruction would be to contact the signaller
'immediately' rather than 'at the first opportunity'. The present wording was
influenced by the past absence of a ready means of contacting the signaller, which
is now provided by GSM-R. The wording has been changed to allow earlier advice
to be given to subsequent trains and remedial action to be initiated. Section 7.3
requires actions in the event of a signal that is difficult to see, which may also be
relevant to section 7.2 and these have been added to that section. The title of this
section has also been changed in the interests of completeness.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 4 of module S7.

3 Movements made on the authority of a position-
light, subsidiary or shunting signal

3.1 Passenger train at a position-light or semaphore shunting
signal

This has been changed to explain that the position-light or semaphore subsidiary
signal must be one that is associated with a main aspect or stop signal.

7 Reporting signalling failures and irregularities

7.2 Boards and indicators
This section has been changed to state that an immediate report must be made to
the signaller, and to include new instructions for the signaller which are similar to
those required after a report concerning a signal.
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Module SP Speeds
KEY CHANGE

SP section 2.2 concerning speed reductions for light locomotives and short
formations of loco-hauled passenger stock had become out of date. It applies to all
marks of coaching stock, and the reference to not applying when permitted by train
operating company instructions has been amplified for clarity to explain that this is
permitted when worked by a suitable locomotive or train formation with adequate
brake power. Older classes of diesel locomotive do not have enough brake power
and the brake power of a sufficient number of coaches is necessary to run at
normal permissible speeds. If a train operating company has been able to confirm
that a class of locomotive or train formation has enough brake power, it can issue
instructions that the restrictions in this section do not apply.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 5 of module SP.

2 Permissible speeds

2.2 Locomotives running light or hauling trains
This section has been changed to state that it applies to trains formed of any mark
of coaching stock, and that none of the restrictions apply when train operating
company instructions allow this, based on the class of locomotive or train formation
concerned having sufficient brake power.

Module SS1 Station duties and train dispatch

KEY CHANGES

There is no explanation of a platform starting signal in module SS1 and one has
been introduced in the interests of clarification.

When a driver requests a line to be blocked for personal protection purposes the
signaller issues an authority number, as a means of confirming that the line has
actually been blocked. To provide similar confirmation, and to add consistency to
the arrangements, an authority number is now required in the other situations in
which this regulation applies, including when platform staff go on the line to
retrieve a dropped item.

Section 2.4 requires the signaller's permission to be obtained before taking
anything with small wheels across a station barrow crossing, and confirmation that
the movement has been completed. An incident with a passenger being assisted in
what proved to be a 'slow moving vehicle' suggested that there should be a similar
requirement in relation to anything which will take longer than usual to cross. An
item has been added in the interests of completeness.
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DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of module SS1.

1 Definitions
A definition of a platform starting signal has been included.

2 Safety at station platforms

2.3 Items falling onto the line
This section has been changed to refer to the issue of an authority number by the
signaller, which must be given to the signaller after the line is again clear.

2.4 Station barrow crossings
This section has been changed as the signaller must also be contacted when
taking anything over the crossing which will take longer than usual to cross.

Module T3 Possession of a running line for
engineering work

KEY CHANGES

New instructions have been included to facilitate 'back-to-back' possessions where
the detonator protection is placed in relation to signals. A new section 2.8 has
been introduced. There is also a new diagram to illustrate this section.

Section 4.8 requires the signaller's permission before a movement is made
towards the detonator protection if this is at a 'sub-standard' distance. For this type
of possession, there is no 'open' portion of line beyond the detonator protection
and the signaller's permission must be sought whatever the position of the
detonator protection. Before giving permission, the signaller must confirm with the
Person in Charge of Possession (PICOP) of the adjacent possession that any
movement previously authorised has passed clear again or come to a stand.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 9 of module T3.

2 Taking the possession

2.8 'Back to back' possessions
A new section 2.8, 'Back-to-back' possessions, has been introduced to describe
these, with a new diagram.
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4 Train movements

4.8 Movements towards the detonator protection
This section has been amended to explain that these arrangements always apply
in the case of 'back-to-back' possessions.

Module T10 Duties of a designated person (DP)
and people working on rail vehicles

KEY CHANGE

When a driver requests a line to be blocked for personal protection purposes the
signaller issues an authority number, as a means of confirming that the line has
actually been blocked. To provide similar confirmation, and to add consistency to
the arrangements, an authority number is now required in the other situations in
which this regulation applies, including when a DP walks with a group to or from a
failed train on a running line.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 4 of module T10.

7 DP walking with a group to or from a failed train
on a running line

7.2 When trains have been stopped
This section has been changed to refer to the issue of an authority number by the
signaller.

7.5 Arriving at the access point
This section has been changed to refer to the issue of an authority number by the
signaller, which must be given to the signaller after the line is again clear.

Module TS1 General signalling regulations
KEY CHANGES

Station staff are permitted to recover items from the line using the simplified
procedure in regulation 13.1. This option is not open to anyone such as a mobile
operations manager (MOM), who must take a full line blockage. To allow the
response to be effected more rapidly, this regulation has been changed to also
allow its use by a member of Network Rail staff.
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When a driver requests a line to be blocked for personal protection purposes under
the arrangements in regulation 13.1, the signaller issues an authority number, as a
means of confirming that the line has actually been blocked. To provide similar
confirmation, and to add consistency to the arrangements, an authority number is
now required in the other situations in which this regulation applies.

Although lock-out devices are allowed to be used as a means of additional
protection for a line blockage, they are not referred to in regulation 13.2.
References have now been included for completeness.

Remotely-activated track circuit operating devices (T-COD) can now be used as a
method of additional protection for line blockages. Reference has now been added
for completeness.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 14 of module TS1.

13 Safety of personnel

13.1 Personnel asking for trains to be stopped

13.1.1 When this regulation must be used
This regulation has been changed as it can now also be used when a Network Rail
employee asks to go on the track to retrieve items at a station platform.

13.1.3 Providing protection from trains
An authority number is now required to be given in each of the situations to which
this regulation applies.

13.1.4 When the activity is completed
An authority number is now required in all the situations to which the regulation
applies.

13.2 COSS, IWA, PC or SWL blocking a line

13.2.4 Additional protection
This regulation has been changed to include reference to the use of lock-out
devices and remotely-activated T-CODs.

13.2.7 Completing or suspending the line blockage
This regulation has been changed to include reference to the use of lock-out
devices and remotely-activated T-CODs.
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Module TS3 Absolute Block Regulations

KEY CHANGES

Regulation 3.1.4 lacks clarity on the sending of the 'is line clear' signal where there
is an intermediate block home signal. To overcome this, wording has been
included that appeared in an early version of the regulations, which explains that
this can be done when 'train entering section' is received from the previous signal
box.

Regulation 3.6 is apparently inconsistent and the wording has been reviewed to
avoid this. It has been necessary to send 'blocking back inside home signal' when
there is a work-site marker board (WSMB) within the clearing point. If there was
work that makes the line unsafe but no WSMB, there was no need to block back.
The regulation has been changed so that this is necessary in either situation.

For completeness, Part C of regulation 3.6 has been amended to state that where
more than two signal boxes are involved, the 'block line for protection purposes'
bell signal should be sent forward and acknowledged before acknowledgment.
This is consistent with the regulations for dealing with an out-of-gauge load, and
was the intention but this has never been explained in detail. A diagram has also
been introduced to illustrate the arrangement.

Regulation 10.5 incorrectly refers to a signal box being able to close during a T3 or
line blockage, with cross reference to modules T3 and TS1. No such reference
exists, and this was overlooked at the time of a previous revision. The wording has
now been corrected to refer to closure being authorised in the Signal Box Special
Instructions.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 6 of module TS3.

3 Method of signalling

3.1 Normal method of signalling trains

3.1.4 Method of signalling if there is an intermediate block home
signal between signal box A and signal box B

This regulation has been changed to state when the 'is line clear' signal can be
sent.
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3.6 Blocking the section

3.6.1 When this regulation must be used
This regulation has been changed to explain that 'blocking back inside home
signal' must be applied not only when there is a work-site marker board for a T3
possession obstructing the line within the clearing point, but also when there is
work that will make the line unsafe within that work site.

Part C Blocking the line for protection of staff or work
Most of the wording of this part has been changed to explain the procedure in
detail, and a new diagram included to illustrate this.

3.6.12 When this regulation must be used
The wording of this section has been changed to explain the procedure in more
detail.

3.6.13 When the line is to be blocked
The wording of this section has been changed to explain the procedure in detail,

3.6.14 When the blockage is completed or suspended
The wording of this section has been changed to explain the procedure in detail,
and a new diagram included to illustrate this.

10 Opening and closing signal boxes

10.5 If engineering work is being carried out
This regulation has been changed to explain correctly that it applies when
authorised in the Signal Box Special Instructions.

Module TW1 Preparation and movement of trains

KEY CHANGES

Certain types of modern multiple units are provided with a brake system that
automatically compensates for brake isolation on one vehicle by increasing the
braking effort on others. Reference to this is included as allowing exemption from
the reduction in speed required in section 4.4. This exemption will be shown in
train operating company instructions if the train operator concerned has identified
that units are of this type.

An error has been identified in section 5.3. Both entries in the table should refer to
general signalling regulations 20.1, 20.3 and 20.5.
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The content of section 17 is not correct following adoption of the reference to
'starting a journey'. The required checking that doors are locked is not necessary,
and probably not practicable, before the start of every journey. The wording has
been changed to state that it is necessary before the first journey of the day, again
after attaching/detaching and when a door is locked out for an operational reason.
The reference to locking a door leading to accommodation or a vehicle that is not
for public use has been amended. This will allow an exception where train
operating company instructions allows another means of preventing access. On
some recent vehicles, there are no gangway doors as such and locking the
nearest internal door will prevent access to accommodation in a vehicle used by
passengers, or result in an external door not being available for emergency
egress. 

The requirement in section 21 for drivers and guards to have a watch with them
when on duty has been replaced with a requirement to have available some device
that provides a means of finding the accurate time. This might be some other piece
of issued equipment or a part of an on-board display.

Section 23 has been changed to include a requirement for a driver to enter and, if
necessary, validate the required data for a train operating under ERTMS or to
check the data entered by the previous driver. This complements the existing item
which indicates when data should not be entered. This alteration has allowed
correction of an incorrect responsibility indicator, as this part of the rule should
have been directed at the driver rather than the guard or train preparer.

There were inconsistencies between module TW1 section 43 and module M1.
After observing a hazard to other trains, a driver having proceeded forward 2 km is
required to carry out full emergency protection on the adjacent line, although in
module M1 this would only be necessary if unable to contact the signaller or the
signaller being unable to provide signal protection. The requirement in module M1
to show a hand danger signal to any approaching train in this situation was not
mirrored in this module. Section 43 has been brought into line with those
requirements. The existing reference to using the emergency call facility on the
train radio has been amended to a direct reference to making a REC as this would
normally be the case.

DETAIL OF CHANGES
Section headings in bold relate to issue 16 of module TW1.

4 Brake system requirements

4.4 Coaching stock vehicles with isolated brakes
This section has been changed to explain that train operating company instructions
can include an exemption from these restrictions on speed, when the class of train
concerned has a braking system that compensates for any isolated vehicles.
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5 Broken rails, bridge strikes and track defects

5.3 Track defects
The table has been changed to refer correctly to the relevant regulations in module
TS1.

17 Locking doors on passenger trains
This section has been changed as it applies before starting the first journey of the
day, rather than before every journey.

Reference has been added to alternative means of preventing access along the
train, as on some types of vehicle locking intermediate doors is not an appropriate
or practicable way of doing this.

21 Personal equipment
As there may be other means of telling the time accurately, this section has been
changed to state that the requirement is to have a means of doing so, rather than
specifying a watch.

23 Preparing a train
A new instruction has been included concerning the entry, validation and checking
of train data for a train operating on ERTMS. The responsibility indicator for this
part of the section has been changed to 'driver' which is correct.

43 Trains put in danger

43.1 When other trains are put in danger
A number of changes have been made to this section to make it more consistent
with the rules in module M1.
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